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OF SEOCK DIFFUSERS AT M/WE NUMBER 1,S5

TROJEOTING ZCWBLJ%3EOCK CONZS

By W. E. Moeckel, J. F. Connors, end A. H. Schroeder

An Investigation has been undertaken in the Cleveland 18- by
18-inch supersonic tunnel to determine the total-pressure recovery
obtainable at a Mach number of 1.85 with a shock diffuser having
projecting cones designed to produca two oblique shocks ahead of the
diffuser inlet. Tho variation of total-pressure recovery with tip
projection was investigated for each of four cones with different
included angles. Each cone wm investigated with a straight end
with a curved diffuser-inlet section. The effect of anglo of’attack
and the distribution of static and total pressures at the diffuser
outlet were also imwstigated for the best confQurations.

A maximum total-pressure recovery of 94.5 percent was attained
with the best configuration at an angle of attack of OO. At en angle
of attack of ~, this maxhnun recovery was reduced to 89.9 percent:
These total-pressure recoveries correspond to efficiencies of kinetic-
ener~ conversion of 97.6 percent at 0° and 95.5 percent at @ angle
of attack. Several other configurations gave maximum total-pressure
recoveries greater than 93.0 percent at an angle of attack of 0°,

, With each conez threo oblique shocks appeared ahead of the
diffuser inlet instead of the two theoretically predicted. The addi-
tional oblique shock resulted frmn a bridging of the break in the
cone surfac~ by the boundary layer.

The hi@hest
inlet flow. For
recove~ dropped
shock cones.

total-pressure recoveries were obtainod with subsonic
outlet ereas less than optimum, the total-pressure
to values lower than thoso obtained with single-

INTROIX3CTION

An investigation of shock diffusers at a Mach number of 1.85 is
being conducted in the Cleveland 18- by 18-inch supersonic tunnel.
Results obtainod with a shock diffuser having a single oblique shock
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ahead of the inlet are presented “Inreference 1 aridare compared with
theoretically estimated results. Amaxtium total-pressure recovery
of 92.2 percent wae attained.

When the projecting cone is designed with an abrupt increase in
the included angle at some distance from the tip, a second oblique
shock should arise from the break in the contour. A higher total-
pressure recovery should be obtainable with two shocks &head of the
inlet because the total-pressure ratio for a given reduction in Mach
number is greater aorose two “obliqueshocks than across one.

Four cones having almupt increases in included angle at some
distance from the tip were designed for investigation in the diffuser
body of reference 1. Each of these cones was used in combination
with a straight and with a curved inlet to determine whether higher
total-pressure recoveries were obtainable with abrupt or gradual
deflection of the entering flow, The total-pressure recovery was
determined for each cone-inlet combination as a function of tip
projection and outlet area, The effect of ahgle of attack end the
pressure distributions at 0° and 5° angle of-attack were determined
for the best cotiigurations.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Diagrams of the test model, which is the same es that used in
the investigation of single-shock cones (reference 1), are shown in
figure 1. A conical damper at the outlet of the simulated combustion
chamber was used to vary the outlet area. Pressures at the diffuser
outlet for various values of outlet area were obtained with a pitot-
static rake located as shown in figure l(a). Total-pressure r-overies
were measured for a series of tip projections varied in minimum steps
of one-sixteenth inch. Because construction of a theoretically cor-
rect inlet for each cone and tip projection was not expedient, the
cones were tested only with the straight and with the curved inlets
of reference 1.

The four cones investigated and the theoretical location of the
oblique shocks at minimum tip projection are shown in figure 2. The
second shock was approxhtely determined from oblique-shock theory
by assuming a constant flow deflection through the shock. The break
in each cone is located 1 inch from its tip. These cones are desig-
nated 20-40, 30-50, 30-60, and 40-70 according to their included
angles ahead of and titer the break (fig. 2). The bow wave thab
occurs at the inlet for all except the 40-70 cone is not shown in
figure 2 because its location is not readily determinable.

.
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The tunnel was
angles at cone tips

3

calllrated from measurements of oblique-shook
and from total-pressure measurements, The Msch

number and total Tressure in the t&t section as determined by this
method are accurate within about 2 percent. The rslative total-
pressure recoveries obtained in the investigation, however, are
accurate within about 0.5 percent. The Reynolds n ber at the

Ydiffuser, baeed on the maximum diffuser diemeter (4= in.), is

approximately 1.34 x 106.

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used (see

u“

fig. 3):

area

inlet exea with cone removed

tip pro@ction, inches

Mach number

total pressure

static pressure

velocity
.

half-angle of cone at tip, degrees

half-angle of cone beyond break, degrees

angle between local and free-stresm flow directions, degrees

density

angle between shock and free-streem direction, degrees

angle of ray from tip, degrees

angle of ray from break, degrees

Subscripts:

o conditions in free streem

1 flow field between first and second oblique shock

.--~ ,.
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flow field between second oblique shock and diffuser entrance

conditions at minimum area

conditions at diffuser outlet

conditions immediately behind shock

conditions at other points in field behind shock

conditions at surface of cone

critical values

conditions at diffuser entrance

maximum values

THEDRY

Theoretical predictions of the performance of shock diffusers
are more difficult for double-shock then for single-shock cones. The
velocity distribution ahead of the second shock is not uniform and
consequently the second shock is, in general, curved and of v~yfng
intensity. (See fig. 3.) Numerical methods of finding the form of
the second shock and the velocity distribution in the field behind
it have been developed but are quite labor~ous (reference 2}. It is
therefore of interest to determlm how closely the entrance condi-
tions may be a~proximated by making certain simplifying assumptions.

The procedure whereby approximate values of the entrance Mach
number Me were obtained is as follows (fig. 3): The angle of the
first shock ~, the Mach number behind it Ml,a, and the Maoh
number at the cone surface Ml,c were lmown frou oblique-shock
theory and from conical-flow theory. The angle of flow deflection
Al,a through the first shock is also known. The variation of flow

direction Al and the distribution of Mach number in the field

between the first shock and the cone surface were determined by
assuming a linear variation of these quantttfes wfth the angle of
a ray from the cone tip Y,l.

In order to continue the approximation, the form of the second
shock arising from the break in the cone surface hed to be determined.
Schlieren photographs showed that two oblique shocks, rather than one,

“
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occurred near the break; the first originated slightly ahead of the
break and the other slightly beyond it. A theoretical shock, whose
location coincided approximately with the average location of the two
obsened shocksj was obtained by assuming that the deflection of the
flow was constent through the shock at each point. With the Mach-
number distribution and the variation of flow direction shead of this
theoretical shock known, the shock angle at each point was deteninable
from oblique-shock relations.

The approximate location of the o%lique shocks for minimum tip
projection, as detez?ninedin this manner, is shown for each cone in
figure 2. For the inlets used, a bow wave (not shown) occurs ahead
of the inlet for all except the 40-70 cone at minimum tip projec-
tion, The form and location of this bow wave are not readily deter-
minable. For the 40-70 cone, the angle of deflection of the flow
through the second shock was great enough to produce subsonic veloc-
ities everywhere behind the second shock. Although the shock may
still be oblique to the flow for such cases, ~2 and ~ are no

longer determinable from oblique-shock relations. Because the
theoretical total-pressure recoveries are the same whether ~ is
assumed to be sonic or su%sonlc, the value of l% for the 40-70

cone was assumed to be equal to 1.0 throughout the calculations.

For the other three cones, however, ~ was taken as the
average of the Mach number at the cone surface beyond the break M2,C
and the Mach number at the entrance lip M2,b. A linear v=riation

of Mach number with the angle of a ray from the break in the cone ~2
was emmned to determine M2jb. The estimated variation of ~

with tip projection is shown in figure 4 for each cone-inlet com-
bination. The ratio of the entrance flow area Ae to the throat
area A3 (flg. 4) was determined, as in reference 1, by assuming
that Ae is normal to the cone surface.

The theoretical variation of total-pressure recovery with outlet
area, as stated in reference 1, falls into two distinct regions: the
subcritical and the supercritical. In the subcritical region, where
the normal shock remains outside the diffuser inlet and the mass flow
varies with outlet area A4, the total-pressure recovery with certain

simplifying assumptions (see reference 1) is equal to the product of
the total-pressure ratios across the two oblique shocks and across
the normal shock occurring at Mach nmnber ~. The total-pressure
ratio across the first oblique shock is readily,obtained from conical-
flow theory. Across the second oblique shock, however, the total-
pressure ratio may vary from point to point. The value assumed
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‘throughoutthis paper is the total-pressure ratio at the cone surface,
which 1s determined from the flow deflection at the surfaoe
6C,2 - f3c,1 and from the Mach nuuiberahead of the shock Ml,c.

In the superoritlcal region, where the mass flow remains constant
as A.,4is varied, the relation between total-pressure reoovery and
outlet area is given by the equation (reference 1):

P4A4 (Pv)o ~
—— =
p@i (pV)(),cr Ai

where the ratio (pV)O/(pV)O,cr is “equalto
of 1.85. The method used in reference 1 for

(1)

0.669 at a Maoh number

approximating the free- —
streem flow area Ao (that is, sketching the limitfng streamline of
the entering flow) was not used because with two oblique shocks the
inaccuracy of the method resulted In disagreement with experimental
results. An equivalent form of equation (1) that uses Ae rather
than ~ was therefore used:

(2)

where (Pv)e/(Pv)e, ~r waa detemnined from the estimated values of

Me (fig. 4), and Pe/PO is the product of the total-pressure ratios

across the two oblique shocks. me value of Pe/Po was found to be
greater than 0.985 for all cones and was therefore neglected in
calculating the variation of P4 with A4.

The value of % for which transition fro% supercritical to
subcritical flow takes place was determined from Me and Aa/A3 in
the manner described in reference 1.

The meximum theoretical total-pressure recovery for given values
of 13c,l and GC,2 may be determined by finding the minimum Mach
number M3,min at which the normal shook may occur and multiplying

the total-pressure ratio across this normal shock ly the total-
pressure ratio across the two oblique shocks. The value of M3,~n
was found by determining the maximum theoretical internal contrac-
tion ratio Ae/A3 allowable for the entrance Mach number Me. The

variation of the resulting maximum theoretical total-pressure recov-
ery with 6C,2 for various values of f3c,I was calculated for a

free-streem Mach number Mo of 1.85 and is plotted in f~gure 5(a).
.

.
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Because the normal Shock is assumed to occur at the throat, these
curves are designated maximum supercritical total-pressure recov-
eries, The maximum theoretical subcritical total-pressure recov-
eries were also calculated for the same range of cone angles and
are plotted in f@ure 5(b). These values are the product of the
total-pressure ratios across the two oblique shocks and across a
normal shock occurring at the inlet ?@ch number Me. The best
theoretical recovery with supercritical flow is obtained with a
cone having en included angle of 30° at the tip and 50° beyond
the break. For subcritical flow, the best theoretical cone is
one with included angles of 40° at the tip and 64° beyond the
break.

The preceding analysis is based on the assumption that a
theoretically correct inlet is designed for each cone and tip ,
projection. With the inlets actually used in this investigation,
this condition was fulfilled only for part of the tests. The
cases for which the bow wave remained ehead of the inlet corre-
spond with the assumption only when the mintmum area occurred at
the inlet (Ae/A2 sl.00). For the remaining cases, the ana@is
is only a rough a2proxim@ion.

w

.
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Schlieren observations. - Schlieren photographs of typical flow
patterns obtained with the four cones are shown in figure 6. Fig-
ure 6(a) shows a type of flow often obtained when the tip projection
was too small (contraction ratio too great). The configuration iS
the 20-40 cone with straight inlet. The area ratio A4/Ai is far
in the supercritical region. Two distinct lines from the cone tip
are visible, neither of which is inclined at the theoretical shock
angle for a Mach number of 1.85 and cone half-angle of 100. The
inner line is inclined at an angle of 25° and the outer at an angle
of 43°, whereas the theoretical shock angle is about 34°. Photographs
of the ssme flow pattern with exposures of the order of microseconds
show that the inner line is a boundary between two distinct flow
regions. The region nearest the cone suzface is apparently subsonic,
inasmuch as no shock occurs at the break in the cone. The oblique
shock angle (43°) is a~roximately correct for a cone angle equal
to that defined by the limit of the observed subsonic flow
region (8C = 250).

With the 20~40 cone at optimum tip projection three oblique
shocks appeared ahead of the inlet (fig. 6(b)). The second arises
somewhat ahead of the break in the cone sur.Paceand the th~.rdsomewhat

.
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beyond the break. A similar succession of
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three oblique shocks was
ob~erved with each of the cones tested. The second and third shocks
are attributed to a bridging of the break by the boundary layer.
The second shock presumably arises vhere the boundary layer begins
to thicken and the third shock where the boundary-layer bridge ter-
minates.

The oblique shocks pass outside the entrance lip and the bow
wave curves toward the interior (fig. 6(c)) with.the 30-50 cone at
optimum tip projection. The second and third oblique shocks aris-
ing near the break in the cone surface seem to be of almost equal
intensity.

The inlet flow corresponding to the highest total-pressure
recovery attained during the inv.estigatiaqis shown in figure 6(d). -
Three oblique shocks again appear ahead of the inlet. The noml.
shock stands ahead of the entrance and the flow spills over arotid
the entrance lip. ,.

The flow pattern corresponding to the highest total-pressure
recovery obtained with the strai~t inlet is shown in figure 6(e).
The normal shock again stands well ahead of the inlet, extending
almost to the origin of the third oblique shock.

With the 40-70 cone at a tip projection somewhat greater than
optimum, the normal shock agafn stauds ahead of the inlet almost to
the origin of the third oblique shock (fig, 6(f)), In figure 6(g)
the outlet area has been decreased somewhat. The normal shock h=
disappeared and subsonic flow prevaib beh~nd the third oblique
shock. That this flow pattern is highly unstable is shown by fig-
ure 6(h), which is an exposure of the order of midro~econ~ for the
same experimental conditions. The bow wave is out almost to the cone
tip and considerable turbulence is visible in the flow behind tt. A
faint image of this shock pattern was also visible in the original of
figure 6(g), which Is a l/50-second exposure.

Vaxiatton of total-~~essure recovery with outlet area. - The.——— —
variation of total-prS&&xre recovery l?4/~~th outlet-inlet area
ratto A4/Ai is shown in figure 7, The theoretical curves for each

cone-inlet combination were calculated by methods previously diE!-
cussed. In the supercritlcal region these theoretical curves should
lie to the left of the data because the build-up of the boundary.
layer at the outlet tends to reduce the aotual flGw area below the
measured geometrical area. An examination of figure 7 indicates
many exceptions to this prediction. These exceptions occurred when
the inlet flow was subsonic throughout the test. Under this condition

.—
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the inlet flow spills around the entrance lip,
(Pv)J(Pv)e, ~r is less than the theoretically

For the 20-40 cone the inlet flow was subsonic

9

and consequently
predicted value.

for all values of
A4/Ai only when the straight inlet was used with tip projections
of 1.50 and 1.75 inches. (See fig. Y(a).) The inlet flow was sub-
sonic because, for these tip projections, the internal contraction
ratio was too great to allow entry of the normal shock. With the
other cones, however, data fell to the left of the theoretical
curves for the maximum as well as for some of the ?nintmumtip
projections, which indicates that Me became subsonic for large
tip projections. Although the theoretically estimated values of
Me were subsonic only for the 40-70 cone (fig. 4), these esti-
mated values neglect boundary-layer effects and would consequently
be expected to be greater than actual values.

The tip projections for which Me was subsonic for the
30-50, 30-60, and 40-70 cones maybe detemined frmmfigures 7(c)
to 7(h). For the 30-50 cone, the data fall to the left of the
theoretical curve for the maximum tip projection (1.875 in.)
with both inlets and also for the minimum tip projection tith
the straight inlet. For the 30-60 cone, the data fall to the
left for all tip pro~ections with the”straight Inlet and for the
maximum tip projection with the curved inlet. For the 40-70 cone
the data fall to the left for all tests except those at the
smallest tip projections with the curved inlet. An examination
of schlieren photographs taken during the investigation con-
firmed the expectation that the flow spilled over for all outlet
areas when the da.ta.fellvery close to or to the left of the
theoretical curves in the.supercrltical region. Comparison of
figure 7 with similar results in reference 1 (fig. 6) shows that
in the vicinity of optimum A4/Ai the total-pressure recovery
waa more sensitive to changes in outlet area for double-shock
than for single-shock cones and that the total-pressure recov-
eries in the subcritical region are lower than those obtained
with single-shock cones.

Effect of angle of attack. - Several of the tests with the
30-60 cone, which yielded the highest pressure recoveries, were
repeated at an angle of attack of &. The results are compared with
those obtained at an angle of attack of 0° (fig. 8). With the con-
figuration giving the highest total-pressure recovery obtained
(fig. 8(b), curved inlet, L = 1.56 in.), the luaxbmuntotal-pressure
recovery dropped from 94.5 per$ent at 0° angle of attack to 89.9 per-
cent at 5° angle of attack. Figure 8(a) presents the results for the
same configuration at slightly smaller tip pro~ection. The maximum
recovery dropped from 94.3 to 89.3 percent. With the straight inlet
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at optimum tip projection
94.3 to 90.2 percent. At
(fig. Q(d)), the recovery
results indicate that the

----- NACA NNo. E8L13

(fig. 8(c)), the recovery dro~ped from
a slightly greater tip projection
dropped from 93,7 to 89.3 petient. These
effect of angle of attack is slightly

greater for the curved than for the strai~t inlet. Comp~isonwith
the results obtained with single-sh~k cones indicates that the
ef~ect of angle of a~tack is scmmwbat greater for double-shock cones.
With single-shock cones, the total-pressure recovery dropped from
92.2 to 90.8 percent for the configuration giving the highest total-
pressur~.recovery (reference 1).

~rees.ureand Mach-number distribution at diffuser outlet. -—— —
Static- and total~~essure distributions at an angle of attack of
0° for the confi&ation giving the highest total-pressure recovery
are presented in fi@res 9(a) and 9(b). The corresponding distri-
butions at an angle of attack of 5°are included in figures 9(c) and
9(d). The location of the tubes in the rake is shown. The position
of the pitot-static rake with which these distrib,qtionswezw,measured
is sh~wn in figure l(a). The data points correspond to the tube
locations shown in these sketches. Because the static-pressure @iQ-
tribution is fairly uniform for both 0° and 5° angles of attack, the
total-pressure dlstri~utions give an indication of the uniformity of
the velocity iat.thediffuser outlet. Except for values.of A4/Ai
far in the supercritical region, these velocity distributions seem
satisfactory, although at 5° angle of attack the as~etry of the
entrance flow is apparently carried through to the diffuser outlet.
This asymmetry of the flow atan angle of attackof 5° can be seen
more clesrly in figure 10, where the Mach-number distribution
(calculatedfrom the pressure distributions of fig. 9) for the
highest total-pressure recovery is plotted for angles of attack,of
0° and 5°. The effect of an increase in angle’of attack is seen
to be much more disturbing than any wake effects due to the cone-
SUppOfi body,

ZWfect of tip projection on mximum, total-pressure recovery. -
The maximum total-pressure recoveries of figure 7 are replotted as
functions.of tip projection and internal contraction ratio in fig-
ure 11. The variation with tip projection is similar to that c?btained
with single-shock cones (rd?erence 1). At small tip injections, for
which the oblique shocks do not pass outside the entrance lip (fig. 2),
the recovery is relatively low. As explained in reference 1, the
normal shock could not pass into.the diffuser for such.tip projections.
(With the straight inlet, the contraction ratio was greater than that
required to reduce ~ to unity and choking occurred at A3, whereas
with the curved inlet the angle of the entrance lip caused detachment
of the shock unless the flow was first deflected through an external

.
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oblique shock.) As the tip pro@ction was increased, an optimum
value was reached beyond which the recovery again dropped. From
figure 11(c) the range of tip pro@ctions for which the recovery
remained fairly close to the meximum value ~ be estimated to be
about one-et@h inch. The tip projections were vuied in steps of
one-eighth inch, except near the optimum points of sane of the curves
where the sequence was reduced to one-sixteenth inch %ecause it
seemed possible that a higher total-pressure recovery might be
obtained.

The highest total-pressure recoveries were obtained with the
30-60 cone (fig. 11(c)), With the curved inlet the maximum outlet
total pressure wes 94.5 percent of the free-stream value; with the
strai@t inlet, 94.3 percent. These recoveries correspond to effi-
ciencies of kinetic-energy conversion (as defined in reference 3) of
97.6 and 97,5 percent, respectively. All of the cones except the
20-40 cone yielded maxtmum total-preesure recoveries greater than
92 percent (efficiencies greater than 96.5 percent).

with

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The theoretical ma.xinuunreooveriesof figure 5 are compared
those actually obtained (fig. 11) in the following table:

~eoretical maximum p4/po Erpertiental maximum P4/PO

Cone ~ Super- Sub- Straight Curved

(deg)! critical critical inlet inlet
flow flow

20-40 0.980 0.943 0.909 (super) 0.894 (super)
30-50 .991 , .968 .937 (sub) \ .929 (super)
30-60 .986 .973 .943 (sub) I .945 (sub)
40-?0 .983 .981 .922 (sub) .940 (sub)

notes (suner) and (sub) titer each Of the eqertiental values
indicate that-the value & attained with supercritical or subcritical
flow, respectively, as determined from schlieren observations. The
minimum difference between theoretical and experimental maximum
recoveries, which gives an indication of the losses in the subsonic
portion of the diffuser, is about 3.0 percent (30-60 cone). Probably
the additional oblique shock caused by boundary-layer separation was
beneficial in attaining these high recoveries. This additional shock
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may also account f’orthe discrepancy betwean the theoretical and the
actual variation of maximum total-pressure recovery with cono angles.

The preceding table shows that the maximum recovery was obtainod
with the straight inlet for the 20-40 and the 30-50 cones and with the
curvbd inlet for’the 30-60 and the 40-70 cones, For the 20-40 and
tho 30-50 cones, the flow expands from the entrance to the interior
with the curved inlet (Ae/A3< 1.07 see fig. 4). With such expsn-
slon, the normal shock occurs in the interior at a Mach number
greater than the entrance Mach number Me, which probably accounts
for the relatively low performance of the first two cones with the
curved inlet. For the other two cones (30-60 and 40-70) the inlet
flow was subsonic for both the curved and the strai@t inlets and
hence the expansion obtained with the”curv6d inlet was harmless.
The more nearly parallel entrance flow probably accounts for the
higher total-pressure recovery obtained with the curved inlet for
these two cones.

In reference 1 the condition determining optimum experimental
tip projection for the curved inlet was that the oblique shock must
pass outside the.entrance lip, whereas, for the strai@t inlet,
optinnnntip projection occurred when the internal contraction ratio
w-asa~roximatel.y equal to the theoretical maximum for the entrance
Mach number Me.

Similar conditions may be established for the double-shock cones.
In the following table, the third column presents the optimum theo-
retical internal contraction ratios Ae/A3 (determinedfor

Me=; (M,2,c+ M2,b); the fourth column presents the tip projections

corresponding to these theoretical optimum internal contractions; the
fifth column gives the minimum tip projection for ekternal oblique
shocks (determinedfrom schlieren photographs); and the last column
gives the experimental optimum tip projections of figure 11:

●
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Theoretical
optimum
Ae/fA3

Cone Inlet
(deg)

20-401Straight
30-50 ---dc---
30-60 ---dcl---
40-70 ---do---
20-40 Curved
30-50 ---ao---
30-60 ---do---
40.70 ---do---

1.085
1.055
1.040
1 ●000
1.085
1.055
1.040
1.000

Tip projec-
tion for
theoretical
optimum

Ae/A
(irl.~

2,08
1.64
1.52
1.31
1,52
1.20
1.18
1.03

tiinimmn
tip ~1”0-

jection fox
sxternal
sllique
shocks

(in.)

2.00
1.625
1.5”o-
1.375
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.25

13

Experimental
optimum tip
projection

(in.)

2.125
1.750
1.6875
1,500
1.875
1.625
1.5625
1.375

A comparison of the last two colti shows that the optimum tip
projectio~ in each caae is about one-eighth inch greater than the mini-
mum tip projection for which the oblique shocks pass outside the dif-
fuser entrance lip. The contraction-rat_iocondition that determined
the optimum tip projection for the strai@t inlet in reference 1 is not
applicable for either inlet with the double-shock cones. For the first
three cones, with straight inlet, the oblique shocks pees outside at
about the seinetip projection for which maximum theoretical contraction
ratio occurs. The two conditions are therefore indistinguishable for
these combinations. For the remaining cone-inlet combinations, the
value of &/A3 is below the theoretical maximum before the oblique
shocks pass outside; hence only the oblique-shock condition is appli-
cable.

The”requirement that the oblique shocks pam outside the entrance
lip for optimum total-pressure recovery may be explained as follows:
With the straight inle%, the total contraction ratio ~/A3’ is

greater than that required to lower the free-stream Mach
number (Mo = 1.85) to unity unless the flow is first contracted
through external oblique shocks. Thus, if the entrance Mach number
is supersonic (~ > 1.0), the flow is choked at the minimum
area A3 and the nomal shook cannot enter the diffuser. If MS

is subsonic, the flow will be accelerated to sonic velocity at A3
and a nomal shock will cwcur at some position titer the throat.
In either case the normal shock oocurs at a Mach number higher than
optimum and a lower total-pressure recovery results.
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W3th the curved inlet, the angle of the entrance lip was stifl-
cient to cause a bow wave to form ahead of the diffuser inlet unless
the free-streem flow was first deflected through external oblique
shocks. Ii’ ~ is already subsonic, as with the 40-70 cone, then
the bow wave is, of course, limited to the supersonic region and the
reason for lower recoveries with L less than optimum is not obvious.
If ~ is supersonic, however, the bow wave extends to the cone sur-
face for tip projection less than the mfntium value for”which the
oblique shocks pass outside the entremce lip. As the tip projection
is increased, Me decreases (fig. 4) and the total-pressure loss
across the bow wave should decrease.

As the tip projection L was increased beyond the optimum value,
the cylindrical portion of the cone %ody appeared ahead of the diffuser
inlet, and schlieren photographs (for exemple, fig. 6(f)) showed.evi-
dence of flow separation as the stream turned toward the direction of
the diffuser axis. This separation may account for the decrease in
total-pressure recovery for values of L greater than optbnun.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The total-pressure recovery of a shock diffuser with projecting
double-shock conee was investigated. A series of four cones was used.
Each cone was tested with a straight and with a curved inlet and the
optimum tip projection was found for each configuration. The results
were ccmpared with those obtained with single-shock cones. The
results are as follows:

1. The maximum.total-pressure recovery was somewhat higher than
that attained with single-shock cones. A value of 94,5 percent of
the free-stream total pressure was recovered, as compared with the
maximum recovery of 92.2 percent attained with single-shook cones.
(In terms of the efficiency of kinetic-energy conversion, these
maximum values correspond to 97.6 percent for the double-shock cones
and 96.5 percent for the single-shock cones.) This maximum total-
pressure recovery was obtained with the curved inlet in combination
with a cone having an Included angle of 30° ahead of and 60° behind
the break in the cone surface. Several configurations gave maximum
total-pressure recoveries greater than 92.0 percent at an angle of
attack of OO.

2. The effect of angle of attack on the maximum recovery was
somewhat greater for the double-shock than for the single-shock
cones. Th6 maximum value of 94.5 percent at 0° angle of attack
waa reduced to 89.9 percent at 5° angle of attack.

gji5.Jll’fi@ig.-

.

.

.
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3. The maximum recoveries were obtained with subsonic inlet
f’10W. For outlet areas less than optimum the total-pressure recov-
ery dropped to lower values than those obtained with single-shock
cones.

4. With each cone, three oblique shocks appeared ahead of the
diffuser inlet instead of the two theoretically predicted. The
additional shock resulted from a bridging of the break in the cone
surface by the boundary laxer.

5. The effect of the cone-supyort body on the velocity distribu-
tion at the diffuser outlet for the best configuration was found to
be negligible in caparison with the effect of angle of attack.

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmuuitteefor Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 10, 1947.
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(a) Supercritical flow with tlp
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A4/Ai/ 1.911; P4/Po, 0.372.
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[c ) FIOW Dattern with oPtimum

Fig. 6a,b,c)ti
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C- 17245
11-26-46

[b) Flow pattern with optimum
tip projection: 20-40 cone;
straight inlet; L, 2.125
inches; A4/Ai$ 0.780;

P4/Po 0.874.

[d ) FIOW pattern corresponding.—..
tip projection: 3G50 cone; to highest total-pressure

curved inlet; L, I .625 recovery attained: 30-60

inches; A4/AiJ 0.806; cone; curved inlet; L,

P4/Po, 0.%5.
1.5625 inches; A4/Ai) 0.6]5;

‘4’PCP 0.945.

Figure 6. - Schlieren photographs of typical flow patterns

with cones of figure 2 at angle of attack of OO.
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(e) Flow pattern fot highest
total ~pressu re recove~
attained with straight inlet:
30-60 cone; L; i .6875 inches;

A4/A i , 0.567; p4/F’o, 0.943.
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(f) Subcritical flow with high
total-pressure recovery:
40-70 cone; straight inlet;
L, 1.625 inches; A4/Ai,

0.427; P4/Po, 0.912.

,

(g) Unstable subcritical flow (h ) Unstable subcritical flow
pattern with l/50-second pattern with microsecond

exposure: 40-70 cone; exposure: 40-70 cone;
straight inlet; L, 1.625 straight inlet; L, [.625

inches; A4i Aij 0.333”j inches; A41Ai , 0.333;

p4/po, 0.817. P4/Po, 0.8t7.

Figure 6. - Concluded. Schlieren photographs of typical

flow patterns with cones of figure 2 at angle of attack of

0°.
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Figure 11.- Concluded. Var%atlon of maximum total-pressure
recovery with tip projection and internal contraction ratio.
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